Program

Old Lady Walk a Mile and a Half
This is a traditional calypso written by the King of Calypso, Aldwyn "Lord Kitchener" Roberts. The tune was written around the 1950s and has remained a classic in the genre.

Lord Kitchener
Arr. Andrew Watkins

Oh Christmas Tree
This is a classic Christmas song also known as Oh Tannenbaum.

Arr. Andrew Watkins

Obladi Oblada
This is a song released by the popular British band, The Beatles, in 1968. The song was written by John McCartney.

The Beatles
Arr. Elly Carlson

Hookin Meh
This tune is a soca that became wildly popular during Carnival 2019. Soca is a short for soul calypso and is a modern take on the traditional calypso style.

Farmer Nappy
Arr. Kyle McCormick

Greensleeves
This is a classic Christmas song also known as What Child Is This.

Arr. Kyle McCormick

We Wish You a Merry Christmas

Arr. Andrew Watkins
Monarch Steel Pan Members

Timothy Bright
Elly Carlson
Jerome Cottingham II
Courtney DeBerry
Zaria Edlow
RJ Gaines
Andrew Watkins
Kara McCormick
Kyle McCormick
Forrest Noland
Kymani Senegal
Bailey Stadler
Justyn Taylor
Matt Trumble

Faculty Sponsor: David Walker

Upcoming Events

- ODU Jazz Choir, Jazz Combo, and Jazz Orchestra in Concert: Tuesday, Dec. 3
- ODU New Music Ensemble: Wednesday, Dec. 4

Concerts free and open to the public

Special Thanks to Virginia Arts Festival.